Workshop Topic Summaries
Giving Instructions Kids will Follow*
Ever been frustrated because your students won't follow your instructions?
Developing an instruction routine for your classroom will help both you and your
students. In this workshop you will learn the 5 steps to giving an instruction and 5
steps to teach your class to receive an instruction. Once this becomes, well...routine,
you will find your students much more cooperative and ready to respond. This
workshop is very practical, very doable and very fresh.
Using A Break to Reach the Heart*+
The first step to a changed heart is to calm down, stop fighting and be willing to talk
about the problem. Children sometimes struggle to control their emotions. When
tantrums, meltdowns and fits rage, strike, little ones can't receive correction. That's
when a Break is a teacher’s best friend. In this workshop, learn to use a Break
effectively to reach your student’s heart.
Correction Ideas that Touch the Heart*
We want to go beyond behavior modification to the deeper place of a child's heart.
The heart is where words, attitudes and actions are formed. By bringing correction
that focuses on heart change, you will see real change over time. In this workshop
you will find creative ideas for bringing correction that accomplishes more.
Ending Correction Times Effectively*+
Ever experience an awkwardness following a time of correction with your children?
When that tension lingers it can fester and produce distance in a parent/child
relationship. Just as repentance is key to a healthy, growing relationship with God,
an apology is important in personal relationships. In this workshop you'll learn how
to end your correction times on a positive note while also modeling the steps to
repentance.
Nine Functions of the Heart
The heart is critical in our submission to authority and for receiving correction and
wisdom. In this workshop we explore what happens in a person’s heart and how a
deeper understanding may impact our leading. The heart is: a wrestling place, the
center for commitments and determinations, where we connect with others, the seat
of emotions, a spring for temptations and desires, experiences guilt and conviction of
sin, holds passion about life, chooses values and convictions.
*These topics are included in a multi-day or full day training.
+These topics fit together well in a partial day training.
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